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About This Game

Radium is a physics-based skill game, featuring unique game controls. A game which avoids any non-essential elements and
focuses on the elementary minimum.

Navigate the ball through the levels, by controlling with two tractor beams that exert force on the ball. In some levels you need
to collect tokens to activate the exit.

The polarisation change is simple but challenging. By collecting an item the interface changes to yellow, the ball falls upwards
and the tractor beams pushes the ball away.

Features:

• 130 levels of increasing difficulty
• Unique physics-based game controls
• Automatic zoom and scroll function

• Polarization change
• Pure minimalism
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A one of a kind experience in VR. I don't want to spoil it due to its short length but it's quite the trip.. I got this on one of the
recent steam sales. Totally worth it. What a fun little HoG!. Looking forward to more from this developer - I played the free
webgame years ago, and just found this.

Like others are saying, it's easily solved within ~2 hrs, but it's worth it, especially if it's on sale.. Actually for what was a cheap
and austere train unit, the EPB\/HAP survived 14 years longer than expected and was one of the most reliable trains BR
operated, the DLC of this is incredibly well detailed, the blinds, the carriage interior, the whine and whinny of the traction as it
motors up through the notches, the sound of the EPB in operation is very authentic.

I grew up with these trains, in fact its one of the few I have actually driven and been up close and personal with, whether at work
with my signalman father say at Orpington A\/B or when I worked at Waterloo or Norwood myself on the railways, even the
little buffer hanger clips are there and the single buffer system these used within the unit.

It "feels" like an EPB and one hopes DTG will release the blue, original green and jaffa liveries as well as scenarios for L2F HS
and L2B and the PDL where this train worked hard as well.. Some cool looking things for Batman and Robin.

Costumes such as black lantern and old school TV shows

thumps up, great stuff. 5 out of 10. Wave shooter with a twist. It's not particularly challenging but it can still be a lot of fun. I
cherish the screams of friends as they realize the things that go bump in the night are getting closer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoicBDpJEa4&t=87s. It's a good and adicting game, the only thing it doesnt have is an exit
button :D
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What a horrible game!
I love Tetris and wanted to play some Tetris like game, but this was just PITA.

1. It runs in Unity. Uh oh, that's a bad sign.
2. Start a new game... WHAT DO I DO? How do I rotate? A nice "How to" on first run of game would be nice if you're not
using "classic" keys to rotate.
3. Oh no, you're close to the wall, you shall not rotate a piece here! You're close to a laid piece, YOU SHALL NOT ROTATE
OR MOVE AWAY, drop your piece here.
I could go on, but wasted too much time on really trying hard to like this game by playing it some more.

I want my money back.. I was fine with the errors in the first chapter, but this time I guess it just felt sloppy. Game allows you
to go to 0 health and be fine, it used my character name for my imp's name, etc.. Simple, yet calming and enjoyable. Love it..
This is a complex wargame covering the Thirty years war in considerable detail, with particular attention to army organisation
and command. As such I would suggest this game is more suited to persons with a genuine interest in the period rather than
casual players. The subject is also something of a niche area which recieves much less attention than other major european
conflicts perhaps because this was a particularly nasty conflict which devastated large parts of central Europe ( religious wars
always seem to bring out the worst in people).
The game itself is set in what is often referred to as the "musket and pike" era when firearms were starting to have a significant
effect on the battlefield but owing to slow rates of fire, limited range ( not to mention a tendency to become absolutely useless at
the first sign of a rainshower) they were still not the principal infantry weapon with pike armed infantry still providing the final
shock to break the opposing army.
The map is well done and the graphics decent enough although strictly functional - anyone expecting fancy animations will be
dissapointed. The basic game engine is getting a bit long in the tooth now, although at least it will be comfortably familiar to
players who have experience of other games in the series and it does a fairly good job of coping with the period in question.
On the whole I would recommend this game to those with and interest in the period.. One of the best skins in the game, cool
effects and great voice lines. I don't see reason why not to buy it when you like playing Sentry.. Best pack of all in my opinion.
Personally I love the songs, and it is that much easier to practice on songs that you like. The fact that maiden songs are in
standard E tuning is just a bonus. (Some other songs that are very low tuned are hard to play since the strings get easily out of
tune after a few bends, and even pressing the string on a higher fret makes it bend somewhat, so you will have missed notes on
occasion). ahoy there!. As you can see by my time played im quite experience... so i know what im talking about.
Cult of the Wind is a great game for people who are like me and wish they could just transform into an aeroplane and fly, some
people want to be birds but i want to be plane. In the game you pretend to be an aeroplane flying around firing imaginary bullets,
come play with me its great.

also there are no players and only 1 server, the dedicated main server with a max of 16 people. no one actually plays this game.
15 bucks or how ever much it was well spent come join me. The game is very fun... for about 5 minutes. There just isn't really
that much to do. The one offical server never has anybody playing, and there are no bots, so there is no reason to play the game
right now... shame that such a great concept went to waste :(
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